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How to Read Buddhist Art - Kurt Behrendt 2019-11-29
Intended to inspire the devout and provide a focus for religious practice,
Buddhist artworks stand at the center of a great religious tradition that
swept across Asia during the first millennia. How to Read Buddhist Art
assembles fifty-four masterpieces from The Met collection to explore how
images of the Buddha crossed linguistic and cultural barriers, and how
they took on different (yet remarkably consistent) characteristics in
India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, the Himalayas, China, Korea, Japan, Sri
Lanka, Thailand, Cambodia, and Indonesia. Works highlighted in this
rich, concise overview include reliquaries, images of the Buddha that
attempt to capture his transcendence, diverse bodhisattvas who protect
and help the devout on their personal path, and representations of
important teachers. The book offers the essential iconographic
frameworks needed to understand Buddhist art and practice, helping the
reader to appreciate how artists gave form to subtle aspects of the
teachings, especially in the sublime expression of the Buddha himself.
The Routledge International Handbook of New Digital Practices in
Galleries, Libraries, Archives, Museums and Heritage Sites - Hannah
Lewi 2019-11-21
The Routledge International Handbook of New Digital Practices in
Galleries, Libraries, Archives, Museums and Heritage Sites presents a
fascinating picture of the ways in which today's cultural institutions are
undergoing a transformation through innovative applications of digital
technology. With a strong focus on digital design practice, the volume
captures the vital discourse between curators, exhibition designers,
historians, heritage practitioners, technologists and interaction designers
from around the world. Contributors interrogate how their projects are
extending the traditional reach and engagement of institutions through
digital designs that reconfigure the interplay between collections, public
knowledge and civic society. Bringing together the experiences of some
of today’s most innovative cultural institutions and thinkers, the
Handbook provides refreshingly new ideas and directions for the exciting
digital challenges and opportunities that lie ahead. As such, it should be
essential reading for academics, students, designers and professionals
interested in the production of culture in the post-digital age.
Keep It Moving? - Rachel Rivenc 2018-03-13
Kinetic art not only includes movement but often depends on it to
produce an intended effect and therefore fully realize its nature as art. It
can take a multiplicity of forms and include a wide range of motion, from
motorized and electrically driven movement to motion as the result of
wind, light, or other sources of energy. Kinetic art emerged throughout
the twentieth century and had its major developments in the 1950s and
1960s. Professionals responsible for conserving contemporary art are in
the midst of rethinking the concept of authenticity and solving the
dichotomy often felt between original materials and functionality of the
work of art. The contrast is especially acute with kinetic art when a
compromise between the two often seems impossible. Also to be
considered are issues of technological obsolescence and the fact that an
artist’s chosen technology often carries with it strong sociological and
historical information and meanings.
www.getty.edu/publications/keepitmoving
The Conservation of Cave 85 at the Mogao Grottoes, Dunhuang - Neville
Agnew 2014-02-01
The Mogao Grottoes, a World Heritage Site in northwestern China, are
located along the ancient caravan routes—collectively known as the Silk
Road—that once linked China with the West. Founded by a Buddhist

monk in the late fourth century, Mogao flourished over the following
millennium, as monks, local rulers, and travelers commissioned hundreds
of cave temples cut into a mile-long rock cliff and adorned them with
vibrant murals. More than 490 decorated grottoes remain, containing
thousands of sculptures and some 45,000 square meters of wall
paintings, making Mogao one of the world’s most significant sites of
Buddhist art. In 1997 the Getty Conservation Institute, which had been
working with the Dunhuang Academy since 1989, began a case study
using the Late–Tang dynasty Cave 85 to develop a methodology that
would stabilize the deteriorating wall paintings. This abundantly
illustrated volume is the definitive report on the project, which was
completed in 2010.
Early Buddhist Narrative Art - Patricia Eichenbaum Karetzky 2000
Early Buddhist Narrative Art is a pictorial journey through the
transmission of the narrative cycle based on the life of the historical
Buddha. Karetzky, while demonstrating the various evolutions that the
image of the Buddha underwent, maintains that there is an underlying
homogeneity of the tradition in the cultures of India, Central Asia, China
and Japan. The author, while focusing on the visual representation of the
Buddhist narrative, goes into some detail regarding the importance of
scriptures in each society, and how the written tradition informed the
pictorial. Over seventy photos fill this book, which will be of interest to
scholars of art history, Eastern religion and Buddhism in particular.
Cave Temples of Mogao - Roderick Whitfield 2000
The Mogao grottoes in China, situated near the oasis town of Dunhuang
on the fabled Silk Road, constitute one of the world's most significant
sites of Buddhist art. In some five hundred caves carved into rock cliffs at
the edge of the Gobi desert are preserved one thousand years of
exquisite murals and sculpture. Mogao, founded by Buddhist monks as
an isolated monastery in the late fourth century, evolved into an artistic
and spiritual center whose renown extended from the Chinese capital to
the far western kingdoms of the Silk Road. Among its treasures are miles
of stunning wall paintings, more than two thousand statues, magnificent
works on silk and paper, and thousands of ancient manuscripts, such as
sutras, poems, and prayer sheets, which in 1900 were found sealed in
one of the caves and then dispersed to museums throughout the world.
Illustrated in color throughout, Cave Temples of Mogao combines lavish
photographs of the caves and their art with the fascinating history of
Mogao, Dunhuang, and the Silk Road to create a vivid portrait of this
remarkable site. Chapters discuss the development of the cave temples,
the iconography of the wall paintings, and the extraordinary story of the
rare manuscripts, including the oldest printed book in existence, a ninthcentury copy of the Diamond Sutra. The book also describes the longterm collaboration between the Getty Conservation Institute and Chinese
authorities in conservation projects at Mogao as well as the caves and
the museum that can be visited today. The publication of this book
coincides with the centenary of the discovery of the manuscripts in the
Library Cave.
Silk Roads - Susan Whitfield 2019-10
As world powers realign their cultural outlooks, there is no better time to
consider how Eurasia's complex network of ancient trade routes - which
spanned high mountain ranges, open river plains and vast deserts across
the continent and on to the seas beyond - fostered economic activity and
cultural communication. From perfume to spice, from religion to art, the
trade and exchange of goods and ideas was crucial to the development of
civilizations throughout the region, and the world. This book is the first
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comprehensive illustrated publication on the Silk Roads. Edited by an
established authority on the subject, 'The Silk Roads' situates the ancient
routes against the landscapes that defined them, to reveal the raw
materials that they produced, the means of travel that were employed to
traverse them and the communities that were formed by them.
Organized by terrain, from steppe to desert to ocean, each section
includes detailed maps, a historical overview, thematic essays and
features showcasing iconic art objects, buildings and archaeological
discoveries. A wealth of photographs reveal the breathtaking landscapes
of Central Asia, mostly unseen by those who haven't travelled the routes.
Designated a World Heritage Site by UNESCO in 2014, the Silk Road has
never been of greater interest or importance than today. This beautiful
publication honours the astonishing diversity in the way cultures can
advance and flourish not in spite of their differences, but because of
them.
Buddhist Materiality - Fabio Rambelli 2007
Throughout its history, Buddhism has developed a sophisticated
philosophy of materiality, addressing the status of material objects and
their role in the quest for salvation. This is an innovative book that
addresses the ways in which Buddhism has conceived of, and dealt with,
material objects ranging from the environment to everyday tools, ritual
implements, icons, and sacred texts. Contrary to received assumptions,
careful reading of original sources and study of ritual practices show that
in Buddhism the realm of materiality is not simply an obstacle for
spiritual pursuits but also a space for interplay in which human beings
can give shape and expression to their deepest religious and spiritual
ideas.
Visual Planning and the Picturesque - Nikolaus Pevsner 2010
A previously unpublished work by Nikolaus Pevsner, much of which was
published as journal articles in the Architectural Review in the 1940s and
1950s during Pevsner's term as editor.
DUNHUANG MANUSCRIPTS - HAO. CHUNWEN
The Silk Road - Valerie Hansen 2015
The Silk Road is as iconic in world history as the Colossus of Rhodes or
the Suez Canal. But what was it, exactly? It conjures up a hazy image of a
caravan of camels laden with silk on a dusty desert track, reaching from
China to Rome. The reality was different--and far more interesting--as
revealed in this new history. In The Silk Road, Valerie Hansen describes
the remarkable archeological finds that revolutionize our understanding
of these trade routes. For centuries, key records remained hidden-sometimes deliberately buried by bureaucrats for safe keeping. But the
sands of the Taklamakan Desert have revealed fascinating material,
sometimes preserved by illiterate locals who recycled official documents
to make insoles for shoes or garments for the dead. Hansen explores
seven oases along the road, from Xi'an to Samarkand, where merchants,
envoys, pilgrims, and travelers mixed in cosmopolitan communities,
tolerant of religions from Buddhism to Zoroastrianism. There was no
single, continuous road, but a chain of markets that traded between east
and west. China and the Roman Empire had very little direct trade.
China's main partners were the peoples of modern-day Iran, whose
tombs in China reveal much about their Zoroastrian beliefs. Silk was not
the most important good on the road; paper, invented in China before
Julius Caesar was born, had a bigger impact in Europe, while metals,
spices, and glass were just as important as silk. Perhaps most significant
of all was the road's transmission of ideas, technologies, and artistic
motifs. The Silk Road is a fascinating story of archeological discovery,
cultural transmission, and the intricate chains across Central Asia and
China.
Cave Temples of Mogao at Dunhuang - Roderick Whitfield 2015-09-15
The Mogao grottoes in China, situated near the town of Dunhuang on the
fabled Silk Road, constitute one of the world’s most significant sites of
Buddhist art. The hundreds of caves carved into rock cliffs at the edge of
the Gobi desert preserve one thousand years of exquisite art. Founded by
Buddhist monks as an isolated monastery in the late fourth century,
Mogao evolved into an artistic and spiritual mecca whose renown
extended from the Chinese capital to the Western Kingdoms of the Silk
Road. Among its treasures are miles of stunning wall paintings, more
than two thousand statues, magnificent works on silk and paper, and
thousands of ancient manuscripts, such as sutras, poems, and prayer
sheets. In this new expanded edition, Cave Temples of Mogao at
Dunhuang, first published in 2000, combines lavish color photographs of
the caves and their art with the fascinating history of the Silk Road to
create a vivid portrait of this remarkable site. Chapters narrate the
development of Dunhuang and the Mogao cave temples, the iconography

of the wall paintings, and the extraordinary story of the rare
manuscripts—including the oldest printed book in existence, a ninthcentury copy of the Diamond Sutra. The book also discusses the
collaboration between the Getty Conservation Institute and Chinese
authorities in conservation projects at Mogao, and the ways in which the
site can be visited today.
Visualizing Dunhuang - Jun Hu 2021-06
"Located at the crossroads of the northern and southern routes of the
ancient Silk Road on the edge of the Taklamakan desert in western
China, Dunhuang is one of the richest Buddhist sites in China with nearly
500 cave temples constructed between the fourth and the fourteenth
century. The sculptures, murals, portable paintings, and manuscripts
found in the caves represent every aspect of Buddhism, both doctrinally
and artistically. From its earliest construction to the present, Dunhuang
has been visualized in many ways by the architects, builders, and artists
who made the caves to twentieth-century explorers and photographers,
conservators, and contemporary artists. This book explores ways in
which Dunhuang has been visualized from its creation to contemporary
times. Essays by leading scholars from the U.S., Europe, and China cover
a wide range of topics, from the architecture of cave temples to painting
and sculptural programs, Buddhist ritual practices, expeditionary
photography, conservation, and the contributions of Dunhuang to art
history"-Manuscripts and Travellers - Sam van Schaik 2012-01-01
This study is based on a Sino-Tibetan manuscript from the late 960s,
carried by a Chinese pilgrim through the Hexi corridor on his way from
Wutaishan to India. Included is a series of Tibetan letters of introduction
that functioned as a passport as the monk stopped in monasteries on his
way. The manuscript is a unique contemporary testimony of the large
pilgrimage movement known from historical sources. It also provides
evidence for the high degree of ethnic, cultural and linguistic diversity in
Western China during this period.
Silk, Slaves, and Stupas - Susan Whitfield 2018-03-13
Following her bestselling Life Along the Silk Road, Susan Whitfield
widens her exploration of the great cultural highway with a new
captivating portrait focusing on material things. Silk, Slaves, and Stupas
tells the stories of ten very different objects, considering their interaction
with the peoples and cultures of the Silk Road—those who made them,
carried them, received them, used them, sold them, worshipped them,
and, in more recent times, bought them, conserved them, and curated
them. From a delicate pair of earrings from a steppe tomb to a massive
stupa deep in Central Asia, a hoard of Kushan coins stored in an
Ethiopian monastery to a Hellenistic glass bowl from a southern Chinese
tomb, and a fragment of Byzantine silk wrapping the bones of a French
saint to a Bactrian ewer depicting episodes from the Trojan War, these
objects show us something of the cultural diversity and interaction along
these trading routes of Afro-Eurasia. Exploring the labor, tools,
materials, and rituals behind these various objects, Whitfield infuses her
narrative with delightful details as the objects journey through time,
space, and meaning. Silk, Slaves, and Stupas is a lively, visual, and
tangible way to understand the Silk Road and the cultural, economic, and
technical changes of the late antique and medieval worlds.
Dunhuang Manuscript Culture - Imre Galambos 2020-12-07
“Dunhuang Manuscript Culture” explores the world of Chinese
manuscripts from ninth-tenth century Dunhuang, an oasis city along the
network of pre-modern routes known today collectively as the Silk Roads.
The manuscripts have been discovered in 1900 in a sealed-off sidechamber of a Buddhist cave temple, where they had lain undisturbed for
for almost nine hundred years. The discovery comprised tens of
thousands of texts, written in over twenty different languages and
scripts, including Chinese, Tibetan, Old Uighur, Khotanese, Sogdian and
Sanskrit. This study centres around four groups of manuscripts from the
mid-ninth to the late tenth centuries, a period when the region was an
independent kingdom ruled by local families. The central argument is
that the manuscripts attest to the unique cultural diversity of the region
during this period, exhibiting—alongside obvious Chinese elements—the
heavy influence of Central Asian cultures. As a result, it was much less
‘Chinese’ than commonly portrayed in modern scholarship. The book
makes a contribution to the study of cultural and linguistic interaction
along the Silk Roads.
Buddhist Paintings of Tun-Huang in the National Museum, New
Delhi - Lokesh Chandra 2012
The Tun-huang caves are the jewel of Buddhist art over the centuries.
Situated at the foot of the Mountain of Singing Sands, an itinerant monk
Yueh-ts'un settled down to excavate the first cave in AD 344, and to paint
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its walls. This book reproduces and describes the paintings from Tunhuang in the National Museum, New Delhi. The Tun-huang caves are the
jewel of Buddhist art over the centuries. Situated at the foot of the
Mountain of Singing Sands, they are the brush of the Buddha, where an
itinerant monk Yueh-ts'un watched the iridescent peaks in the sheen of
blue
Frisson - Catharina Manchanda 2021-11
Seattle art collectors Richard E. Lang and Jane Lang Davis were frequent
visitors to New York City in the 1970s and early 1980s when they
collaboratively built their collection, filling their home with singular
works of art. Their shared legacy and passion for engaging thoughtfully,
deeply, and personally with art--and the frisson of excitement that arises
with such a connection--are celebrated and echoed in this special
exhibition catalogue. Spanning 1945 through 1976, the paintings,
drawings, and sculptures in Frisson serve as significant examples of
mature works and pivotal moments of artistic development from some of
the most influential American and European artists of the postwar
period, including Francis Bacon, Lee Krasner, Clyfford Still, Philip
Guston, Joan Mitchell, David Smith, and others. Together they represent
an inimitable archive of innovation and a cross-pollination of leading
artistic positions in the postwar years. With twenty new scholarly essays
written by leading experts, Frisson provides the first opportunity for indepth research into and new insights about nineteen noteworthy
artworks recently acquired by the Seattle Art Museum.
Murder on the Silk Road - Stefanie Matteson 2016-06-07
Hollywood legend Charlotte Graham visits China to sample Buddhist
sculpture, ancient art, and a thoroughly intellectual murder in this
contemporary cozy mystery After four decades as a Hollywood and
Broadway icon, Charlotte Graham is itching for a new adventure. So
when a fortune-telling friend predicts that Charlotte is about to go on an
exotic voyage—one which will challenge her as no trip ever has—and
Charlotte’s stepdaughter invites her on an expedition to a remote oasis in
northwest China, the legendary leading lady leaps at the chance to
explore the unknown. But on reaching Dunhuang, Charlotte will be
confronted with something she knows far too well: cold-blooded murder.
Forbidding and mysterious, Dunhuang is a hotbed of academic research,
where archaeologists, paleontologists, and scholars of all stripes rub
elbows and butt heads. When a scientist is found dead just after making
a historic find, Charlotte doesn’t need the I Ching to know it’s up to her
to find the killer. Fans of Jessica Fletcher and Murder She Wrote will
recognize Charlotte Graham as one of that special breed of amateur
sleuth: a woman who wouldn’t dream of retirement and will never let a
killer go free. Glamorous, elegant, and always entertaining, the Charlotte
Graham series is truly one of a kind. Murder on the Silk Road is the 4th
book in the Charlotte Graham Mysteries, but you may enjoy reading the
series in any order.
Cave Temples of Dunhuang - Neville Agnew 2016-05-07
The Mogao grottoes in northwestern China, located near the town of
Dunhuang on the fabled Silk Road, constitute one of the world’s most
significant sites of Buddhist art. Preserved in some five hundred caves
carved into rock cliffs at the edge of the Gobi Desert are one thousand
years of exquisite wall paintings and sculpture. Founded by Buddhist
monks in the late fourth century, Mogao grew into an artistic and
spiritual center whose renown extended from the Chinese capital to the
far western kingdoms of the Silk Road. Among its treasures are 45,000
square meters of murals, more than 2,000 statues, and over 40,000
medieval silk paintings and illustrated manuscripts. This sumptuous
catalogue accompanies an exhibition of the same name, which will run
from May 7 through September 4, 2016, at the Getty Center. Organized
by the Getty Conservation Institute, Getty Research Institute, Dunhuang
Academy, and Dunhuang Foundation, the exhibition celebrates a
decades-long collaboration between the GCI and the Dunhuang Academy
to conserve this UNESCO World Heritage Site. It presents, for the first
time in North America, a collection of objects from the so-called Library
Cave, including illustrated sutras, prayer books, and other exquisite
treasures, as well as three full-scale, handpainted replica caves. This
volume includes essays by leading scholars, an illustrated portfolio on
the replica caves, and comprehensive entries on all objects in the
exhibition.
Elephanta - Wendy Doniger 1999
Three descriptive essays and numerous fascinating photographs, taken
especially for this volume, allow the reader to experience a major
monument of Indian art: the sixth century temple cave on Elephanta
Island, in Bombay harbor, and its extraordinary stone sculptures. The
authors and the photographer capture the atmosphere of the cave and

the spirit of the sculptures, which portray the relentless energy and
paradoxical power of Shiva, greatest of all Hindu gods. The photographs
are particularly successful in revealing the dramatic alternation of light
and dark that is so much a part of the beauty of the cave`s interior. Ms.
Berkson`s trained and loving eye picks out the subtleties of the main
sculptures and humorous details that the visitor might miss even on the
site. In the text Wendy O`Flaherty interprets the myths of Shiva depicted
in the sculpture; Ms. berkson`s essay supplies historical background and
a stylistic analysis; and George Michell examines the overall structure of
the cave to show that it is a mandala-like image of the heavenly mountain
residence of Shiva and even of the structure of the universe itself. The
author as well as the publishers of the work deserve to be congratulated
for providing this easily accessible guide to Elephanta. Research Bulletin
Vishveshvaranand Vedic Research Institute,Vol.I, Dec.2002
Religions of the Silk Road - Richard Foltz 1999
During the latter decades of the 19th century, popular European
fascination with the world beyond reached an all-time high. The British
and French empires spanned the globe, and their colonial agents sent
home exotic goods and stories. The Silk Route dates from this romantic
period, in name if not in reality. In the century since its invention as a
concept, the Silk Route has captured and captivated the Western
imagination. It has given us images of fabled cities and exotic peoples.
Religions of the Silk Route tells the story of how religions accompanied
merchants and their goods along the overland Asian trade routes of premodern times. It is a story of continuous movement, encounters, mutual
reactions and responses, adaptation and change. Beginning as early as
the 8th century BCE, Israelite and Iranian traditions travelled eastwards
in this way, and they were followed centuries later by the great
missionary traditions of Buddhism, Christianity, Manichaeism, and Islam.
The Ceasing of Notions - Bodhidharma 2012
Taken from the writings discovered in a cave in the mid-twentieth
century, presents the dialogue between an imaginary master and his
disciple that leads to profound insights.
Nomads, Traders and Holy Men Along China's Silk Road - Annette
L. Juliano 2002
This collection of papers formed part of the symposium, Nomads, Traders
and Holy Men Along China's Silk Road, held at the Asia Society in New
York on November 9-10, 2001. Although the Silk Road has inspired
several important museum exhibitions, none had focused on the Hexi
Corridor nor attempted to analyze the complexity of the cross-cultural
relationships within China's borders. Nor had any exhibition focused on
the nearly four hundred years of political disunity, nomadic incursions
and social upheaval, brought about by the collapse of the great Han
dynasty (206 B.C.E.-220 C.E.), that then, after a series of short-lived
dynasties, culminated in the reunification of China under the Tang
empire (618-906).
Strategies for Sustainable Tourism at the Mogao Grottoes of
Dunhuang, China - Martha Demas 2014-09-11
At the Mogao Grottoes, a World Heritage site near Dunhuang city in
Gansu Province, visitor numbers have increased inexorably since 1979
when the site opened. A national policy that identifies tourism as a pillar
industry, along with pressure from local authorities and businesses to
encourage more tourism, threatens to lead to an unsustainable situation
for management, an unsafe and uncomfortable experience for visitors
and irreparable damage to the fragile art of the cave temples for which
the site is famous. In the context of the comprehensive visitor
management plan developed for the Mogao Grottoes, a multi-year study
began in 2001 as a joint undertaking of the Dunhuang Academy and the
Getty Conservation Institute to determine the impact of visitation on the
painted caves and develop strategies for sustainable visitation such that,
once implemented, these threats would be resolved. The methodological
framework featured a major research and assessment component that
integrates visitor studies; laboratory investigations; environmental
monitoring; field testing and condition assessment to address the issues
affecting the grottoes and visitors. Results from this component led to
defining limiting conditions, which were the basis for establishing a
visitor capacity policy for the grottoes and developing long-term
monitoring and management tools.
Eighteen Lectures on Dunhuang - Xinjiang Rong 2013-07-01
In Eighteen Lectures on Dunhuang, Professor Rong Xinjiang provides a
reliable, yet accessible, overview of the discovery of the Dunhuang
manuscripts, the emergence of the field of Dunhuang studies and its
contribution to scholarship both in China and the West.
Maitreya, the Future Buddha - Alan Sponberg 1988-04-29
This 1988 book is a multidisciplinary and cross-cultural study of the
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legend that has evolved around the figure of Maitreya.
The Dunhuang Grottoes and Global Education - Xu Di 2019-05-15
This book analyzes the murals and texts of the Dunhuang Grottoes, one
of the most famous sites of cultural heritage on the Silk Road in
Northwest China, from an educational perspective. The Dunhuang
Grottoes are well-known in the world for their stunning beauty and
magnificence, but the teaching of Dunhuang advocates a philosophical
perspective that cosmos, nature, and humanity are an interconnected
whole, and that all elements function interactively according to universal
and relational principles of continuity, cause-and-effect, spiritual
connection, and enlightenment. Xu Di and volume contributors highlight
the moral education and ethics found throughout the Dunhuang with
numerous stories of the personal journeys and growth of the Buddha and
bodhisattvas, discussing and analyzing these teachings, and their
possible implications for modern education systems throughout China
and the world today.
The Compensations of Plunder - Justin M. Jacobs 2020-07-15
From the 1790s until World War I, Western museums filled their shelves
with art and antiquities from around the world. These objects are now
widely regarded as stolen from their countries of origin, and demands for
their repatriation grow louder by the day. In The Compensations of
Plunder, Justin M. Jacobs brings to light the historical context of the
exodus of cultural treasures from northwestern China. Based on a close
analysis of previously neglected archives in English, French, and
Chinese, Jacobs finds that many local elites in China acquiesced to the
removal of art and antiquities abroad, understanding their trade as
currency for a cosmopolitan elite. In the decades after the 1911
Revolution, however, these antiquities went from being “diplomatic
capital” to disputed icons of the emerging nation-state. A new generation
of Chinese scholars began to criminalize the prior activities of
archaeologists, erasing all memory of the pragmatic barter relationship
that once existed in China. Recovering the voices of those local officials,
scholars, and laborers who shaped the global trade in antiquities, The
Compensations of Plunder brings historical grounding to a highly
contentious topic in modern Chinese history and informs heated debates
over cultural restitution throughout the world.
Dunhuang Art - Wenjie Duan 1994
Dunhuang Although Internationally Known Is Infrequently Visited. The
Mogao Shrine At Dunhuang Is A Cluster Of 492 Caves, Containing
45,000 Square Metres Of Frescoes And 2,415 Stucco Statues. These
Caves Were Created, Renovated And Maintained Continually With
Devotion And Care From The 4Th Upto The 14Th Century. In This
Volume We Have Provided An English Translation Of Selected Writings
Of Prof. Duan Wenjie, Director Of The Dunhuang Academy Who Has
Given A Chronological Study Of The Contents Inside The Mogao Caves
With Several Decades Of Research Of The Dunhuang Academy Under His
Command. Prof. Tan Chung, The Editor, Has Furnished An Illuminating
Introduction, While Dr. Kapila Vatsyayan, The Driving Spirit Behind This
Volume, Has Made Succinct Comments In Her Foreword . A Valuable
Information On All The Mogao Caves Has Been Added. Colour And Black
And White Photographs And Fine Sketches By Vineet Kumar Supplement
The Text. The Indira Gandhi National Centre For The Arts Is Committed
To Exploring All Dimensions Of Art. It Feels Privileged To Place Before
Art Historians And Art Lovers Of The English-Speaking World First-Hand
Information About His Unique Art Gallery Going Back To One-And-A-Half
Millennia.
Jātaka Tales - Henry Thomas Francis 1916
The Cambridge History of Ancient China - Michael Loewe 1999-03-13
The Cambridge History of Ancient China provides a survey of the
institutional and cultural history of pre-imperial China.
Chinese Buddhism - Chün-fang Yü 2020-06-30
What are the foundational scriptures and major schools for Chinese
Buddhists? What divinities do they worship? What festivals do they
celebrate? These are some of the basic questions addressed in this book,
the first introduction to Chinese Buddhism written expressly for students
and those interested in an accessible yet authoritative overview of the
subject based on current scholarship. After presenting the basic tenets of
the Buddha’s teachings and the Chinese religious traditions, the book

focuses on topics essential for understanding Chinese Buddhism: major
scriptures, worship of buddhas and bodhisattvas, rituals and festivals,
the monastic order, Buddhist schools such as Tiantai and Chan,
Buddhism and gender, and current trends—notably humanistic Buddhism
in Taiwan and the resurgence of Buddhism in post-Mao China. Each
chapter ends with discussion questions and suggestions for further
reading. A convenient glossary of common terms, titles, and names is
included.
Function and Meaning in Buddhist Art - K. R. van Kooij 1995
What was the function of Buddhist art at the time Buddhism was at its
height in Asia? These questions are discussed in a volume about
'Function and Meaning of Buddhist Art' which contains the papers from a
workshop at Leiden University.
Sarnath - Frederick M. Asher 2020-02-25
The first analytical history of Sarnath, the place where the Buddha
preached his first sermon and established the Buddhist monastic order.
Sarnath has long been regarded as the place where the Buddha preached
his first sermon and established the Buddhist monastic order.
Excavations at Sarnath have yielded the foundations of temples and
monastic dwellings, two Buddhist reliquary mounds (stupas), and some
of the most important sculptures in the history of Indian art. This volume
offers the first critical examination of the historic site. Frederick M.
Asher provides a longue durée (long-term) analysis of Sarnath—including
the plunder, excavation, and display of antiquities and the Archaeological
Survey of India’s presentation—and considers what lies beyond the
fenced-in excavated area. His analytical history of Sarnath’s architectural
and sculptural remains contains a significant study of the site’s
sculptures, their uneven production, and their global distribution. Asher
also examines modern Sarnath, which is a living establishment replete
with new temples and monasteries that constitute a Buddhist presence
on the outskirts of Varanasi, the most sacred Hindu city.
Performing the Visual - Sarah Elizabeth Fraser 2004
This book provides an insightful new study, drawn from the largely
unpublished Buddhist paintings at Dunhuang, of medieval Chinese wall
painting, workshop production, and artistic performance in theory and
practice.
The Art of Mogao Grottoes in Dunhuang - Jinshi Fan 2009
Buddhist Magic - Sam van Schaik 2020-07-28
A fascinating exploration of the role that magic has played in the history
of Buddhism As far back as we can see in the historical record, Buddhist
monks and nuns have offered services including healing, divination, rain
making, aggressive magic, and love magic to local clients. Studying this
history, scholar Sam van Schaik concludes that magic and healing have
played a key role in Buddhism's flourishing, yet they have rarely been
studied in academic circles or by Western practitioners. The exclusion of
magical practices and powers from most discussions of Buddhism in the
modern era can be seen as part of the appropriation of Buddhism by
Westerners, as well as an effect of modernization movements within
Asian Buddhism. However, if we are to understand the way Buddhism
has worked in the past, the way it still works now in many societies, and
the way it can work in the future, we need to examine these overlooked
aspects of Buddhist practice. In Buddhist Magic, van Schaik takes a book
of spells and rituals--one of the earliest that has survived--from the Silk
Road site of Dunhuang as the key reference point for discussing Buddhist
magic in Tibet and beyond. After situating Buddhist magic within a crosscultural history of world magic, he discusses sources of magic in
Buddhist scripture, early Buddhist rituals of protection, medicine and the
spread of Buddhism, and magic users. Including material from across the
vast array of Buddhist traditions, van Schaik offers readers a fascinating,
nuanced view of a topic that has too long been ignored.
The Silk Road - Frances Wood 2002
Covering five thousand years of history and delving deeply into the
archives the British Museum and other famous collections of art and
antiquities, this fascinating tour of a storied trade route introduces
readers to the sights, sounds, smells, and tastes of this legendary trail.
(History)
Mandala - Martin Brauen 2009
Tantric Buddhism views the mandala as an allegory and symbol of man's
relationship with the cosmos and
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